
   

 
Introduction 
This was the seventh season of work at Nevern Castle; a three week excavation (June 16th – July 
5th) directed by Dr Chris Caple (Durham University) with deputy director Pete Crane 
(Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Archaeologist); supervisor Chris Chinnock, site assistant 
Holly Steane Price and finds assistant Martha Infray working with students from Durham and 
Cardiff Universities as well as many local volunteers.  The excavation was supported by the estate 
of the late Ray Caple and The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority.  The objectives for 
this season’s excavation were: to reveal more of the buildings beside the southern entrance to the 
castle uncovered in 2011 (Trench S); excavate a limited area within the ditch between the Inner 
Castle and the Bailey where it was proposed to construct a bridge later in the year (Trenches GM, 
MY and MZ); to start to uncover the original early 12th century entrance to the castle between the 
motte and the inner northern bank (Trench H) and to see if we could find the ditch of the 
original early 12th century castle in the Bailey (Trench BH), see Figure 1. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Location of the Excavation Trenches 2008-2013, Nevern Castle – Castell 
Nanhyfer 
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History  
The existing historical record indicates that Nevern and the surrounding cantref of Cemais was 
under the control of the local Welsh lord Cuhelyn, prior to its capture by Robert FitzMartin in the 
Anglo-Norman conquest of Pembrokeshire circa 1108/9.  FitzMartin created Nevern as the caput 
for his barony of Cemais, the motte on this site is almost certainly part of the castle that he 
established.  He is also recorded, by the sixteenth century historian George Owen, as founding a 
town of 18 burgage plots on this site and establishing the abbey of St Dogmaels.  Subsequently 
the Welsh recaptured Ceredigion in 1136, following the battle of Crug Mawr; this may have given 
control of much of northern Pembrokeshire including Nevern to the Welsh, though there is no 
written evidence to indicate who controlled Nevern and Cemais.  Robert FitzMartin died by 1159 
though from 1156 much of this area was under the control of the Welsh leader Rhys ap Gruffydd 
(the Lord Rhys).  In 1171, after reaching agreement with Henry II, the Lord Rhys was given the 
rank of Justiciar, allowed to retain his ancestral lands of Deheubarth but required to return all 
other lands to their Anglo-Norman lords.  It is highly likely that soon after 1171 the ownership of 
Nevern castle passed back to William FitzMartin (Robert’s son) who had married Angharad, the 
daughter of the Lord Rhys.  In 1191, following the death of Henry II in 1189 and the departure of 
William FitzMartin on crusade with Richard 1, the Lord Rhys captured Nevern Castle ignoring his 
earlier promises not do so.  Control of the castle then swapped back and forth between the Lord 
Rhys and various of his sons (Hywel Sais, Grufydd and Maelgwn), with the Lord Rhys being held 
prisoner in the castle by his sons during 1194, before his death in 1197.  It is recorded that in 1195 
Hywel Sais slighted Nevern Castle to prevent it falling into Anglo-Norman hands and by 1204 
Anglo-Norman forces had retaken control of north Pembrokeshire including Nevern.  It is likely 
that a new castle and borough had been established in Newport by 1204 and Nevern Castle 
disappears from the written record.  
 
The previous seasons of excavation (2008, 2009, 2010 [Easter], 2010 [Summer], 2011 and 2012) 
revealed Nevern as a castle built of earth and timber in the early 12th century, which was rebuilt 
in clay mortared slate during the late 12th century.  The castle was then set on fire and 
demolished, presumably the ‘slighting’ of the castle in 1195 by Hywel Sais.  The site was 
subsequently looted for building stone and later used for agriculture, which ploughed away of 
much of the archaeological evidence in the centre of the site.  The surviving remains of Nevern 
Castle preserve evidence of life in 12th century Wales and of that rare transition stage of the late 
12th and early 13th century when castles were being redeveloped from earth and timber to stone. 
 
Excavations 2013 
Trench GM 
A trench 2.5 x 4m was opened up on the Inner Castle where a major bridge support was due to 
be located.  This part of the courtyard around the Square Tower (G) had been badly damaged 
by the castle’s destruction and the subsequent erosion of the site.  Excavation revealed dumps of 
loose building material GM10, GM11, deposited to even out the rises and falls of the bedrock.  Into 
these fills a shallow ditch had been cut and filled with compacted redeposited subsoil GM12 on 
which was placed a layer of glacial cobbles GM6 and clay mortar GM5 which formed the 
foundation to the Inner Castle curtain wall.  Behind this a courtyard surface was laid down, 
though only fragments GM4 and GM10 now remained.   
 
Trenches MY & MZ 
Two 2 x 1.5m trenches were initially opened on the east and west sides of the southern end of the 
rock cut ditch which divides the Inner Castle from the Bailey.  These were in locations where it 
was considered likely supporting pillars for the proposed bridge might be placed.  In both 
trenches traces of walling were uncovered and thus a large irregular shaped trench, 
approximately 7 x 2m was to opened up to allow us to understand these walls, see Figure 2.  It 



revealed that a cottage 4.6m wide and of unknown length had been built against the eastern 
edge of the ditch.  The walls (MZ4, MZ6), approx 0.7m wide were constructed of clay mortared 
slate, identical to that used in the 12th century, but finds in the demolition rubble (MZ5) and the 
floor (MZ8) showed this cottage had been occupied in the 18th century.  A well repaired mortar 
floor (MZ8) which formed the base of the cottage underlay the walls (MZ4) it also underlay the 
revetting wall (CT3) on the east side of the ditch, which had previously been considered as 12th 
century, but which now must be considered an 18th century rebuild of the earlier revetting wall.  
Domestic rather than agricultural use of the building was confirmed by the discovery of part of a 
nit comb in the floor repairs of the cottage (MZ10).  The cottage was created at the highest point 
of the filled ditch, so it would have been sheltered and dry.  A wall (MY4) was subsequently built 
from the corner of the cottage to the far side of the rock cut ditch, cutting off the northern half of 
the ditch to create a protected yard, presumably for stock control purposes.  In this yard, 
fragments of glass and broken china suggest a midden or area for discarding rubbish (MY3, MY7).  
This cottage is not marked on the 1848 tithe map of Nevern, nor the earliest Ordnance Survey 
map, which is probably derived from 1834 data, though the later cottage in the west ditch and 
field walls which criss-cross the Nevern Castle site are indicated.  This suggests that the cottage in 
the Inner Castle ditch was built in the 18th century or earlier, but had fallen out of use by the mid 
19th century.       
 

 
 

Figure 2: Trench MY & MZ 
   
Trench H 
A large 8 x 8m trench was opened in the gap between the base of the motte and the inner 
northern bank, in order to try and uncover evidence of the early 12th century wooden gateway 
structure, whose presence in this area is indicated by the roadway discovered between the 
northern banks in 2010.  It is essential to excavate a large area, even though this may take 
several seasons, if we are to successfully identify and interpret the post holes of such a structure.  
The movement of soil and building debris down from the motte and the ploughing almost flat of 
the inner northern bank has resulted in a large build up of dense clay soil in this area.  Excavation 
initially uncovered two late postholes H 14/15 and H16/17, probably derived from 20th century 



gate and fencing activities.  Subsequently we discovered a French drain (H8, H9); a triangular 
section tube formed from slates, commonly used throughout the 17th-20th century period for 
drainage of agricultural land, which had been cut through this gap between the motte and inner 
northern bank.  It was presumably used to drain the interior of the bailey and continued into the 
ditch between the two northern banks, where we had previously encountered it (DD6) in 2010 
(Easter).  No dating evidence came from the fill of this drain (H10).  As no cut was visible above 
the drain, it had had presumably been constructed in a shallow trench (H9) and drained surface 
water.  The fact that this drain was now covered with 0.5m of soil emphasises how much 
ploughing activity has taken place on this site since its construction.  This agricultural activity may 
well relate to the cottages in the east and west ditches and more recently to Castle Farm.  To the 
west of the drain were a series of interleaved dark brown soil (H3, H11) and orange clay deposits 
(H18) which had come down into this area from the top of the motte.  The orange clay derives 
from the motte construction and is largely sterile.  The dark brown clay is an occupation earth, 
midden material from the top of the motte, and contains some impressive sherds of medieval 
pottery, both cooking pot and tablewares as well as numerous large slates (H4) derived from the 
demolition and subsequent decay of the Round Tower.  It is unclear if this material gradually 
eroded from the top of the motte or was pushed down by people seeking building materials.  
One damaged piece of architectural stonework, a deliberately faced piece of gritstone, similar to 
the other pieces retrieved from the range of buildings on the south side of the site, was recovered 
from these deposits in H.  This indicates that the windows and doorways of the Round Tower 
were faced with gritstone blocks like those of the south range buildings.  At the south end of the 
trench, towards the end of the excavation, wet slate rubble (H20) began to be recovered.  This 
may suggest the presence of a pit or ditch in this area and eloquently demonstrated the need for 
a drain.  In the base of the ditch cut for the French drain (H9), beneath the slates, evidence of 
earlier postholes (H13, H19) was recovered.  This is probably evidence of the wooden structures of 
earlier phases.  The area was then covered and reburied; excavation of this area will continue 
from this point next year.   
 
Trench BH 
In 2009, excavation of Trench B revealed the presence of a ditch (B27, B84), running through the 
Bailey.  Only a small part of this ditch was excavated; it contained plough soil with sherds of late 
and post medieval pottery and was interpreted as a drainage ditch.  The recent RCAHMW 
topographic survey of Nevern Castle indicated that there was surface evidence for this ditch 
running through the Bailey, from the motte to the southern edge of the site, dividing the present 
Bailey in half.  To investigate this ditch more fully a trench 13.5 x 2.25m was opened up, so 
enabling us to section this ditch and thus reveal its true nature.  This part of the site had been 
heavily ploughed and the agricultural soil sits directly on the plough reduced subsoil, so normally 
only archaeological features cut into the subsoil survive.  At the west end of the BH trench a 
compact layer of glacial boulders (BH5) and clay (BH6), the ploughed out remains of the base of 
the wall of a late 12th century building of clay mortared slate, one feature was recovered above 
the subsoil.  In the centre of the trench, the ditch was present as a mark in the subsoil and when 
dug produced a V shaped ditch (BH25) surviving to 4m wide and 2m deep.   In the area west of 
this ditch a series of stakeholes and postholes were uncovered, cut into the subsoil.  This included 
one large posthole (BH 22/23) on the edge of the ditch – suitable for a post to support a palisade, 
similar to those seen in trenches CM and CMZ in 2012.  The BH trench was extended; an area 4 x 
3m was opened up along the west bank of the ditch, to track its course and to see if further 
evidence for a palisade ‘inside’ the ditch could be recovered.  No such evidence was found, all 
other evidence for the internal bank and palisade had been ploughed away.  One further post 
hole (BH29/36) was discovered in the upper fill of the ditch indicating that wooden structures had 
been constructed in this area at a number of different periods in the past. 
 



A ditch of the dimensions of BH25 would not have been used for agricultural drainage but for 
defence.  Given its size and position it is almost certainly the perimeter ditch of the original early 
12th century castle.  This suggests that Robert FitzMartin’s initial castle was originally much smaller 
than the present site, occupying the western half of the existing Bailey.  Traces of the original 
ditch and internal bank, probably with a timber palisade front, have not only come from trench 
BH, but were also detected beneath the Great Hall on the south side of the site in 2010 and were 
also detected in Area S this year.  This bank and ditch also ran up the west side on the line of the 
present bank and ditch, though it was considerably enlarged at a later date.  It is likely that the 
eastern half of the present bailey, protected by the castle on its western flank and steep slopes on 
its southern and eastern sides, housed the town; the 18 burgage plots mentioned by Owen.  The 
remaining northern side was probably protected by a much smaller defensive bank (and ditch) 
evidence for which was found under the present outer northern bank (Trench D in 2010) (see 
Figure 3).  
 

 
Figure 3: Earth and Timber Phases (3 & 4) of Nevern Castle- Castell Nanhyfer 

(adapted from the RCAHMW Plan of Nevern Castle)  
 
At a later date these earth and timber defences were greatly enhanced; the feeble northern 
bank defending the town was buried  (together with a strip of occupation earth) beneath a large 
clay bank with a large exterior ditch, the western defences were similarly enhanced and, as the 
evidence of 2011 Trenches CM and CMZ showed, a substantial palisade fronted bank was added 
to the eastern side.  This may have also buried evidence of structures in the form of numerous 
stakeholes discovered under the palisaded bank in 2012.  This effectively incorporated the town 
into enlarged castle defences.  It is uncertain when this substantial enhancement of the earth and 
timber defences occurred.  Historic references to a Welsh resurgence by Gruffydd ap Rhys in 1116 
who attacked castles from Narbeth to Aberystwyth could have been the trigger, or the defeat at 
Crug Mawr in 1136.  This work signals a change of emphasis of the Anglo-Norman military 
activity, the quickly erected castle of Robert FitzMartin was not designed to withstand substantial 
attack, but to house FitzMartin’s heavy cavalry; the principal offensive weapon of the early 12th 
century.  However, in this later period the defences of the castle had become much more 
important.  The focus had moved to holding the castle and associated lands.   
 



This history is reflected to some degree in the silting of the ditch BH25.  Though there was slow 
initial silting (BH32, BH35, BH30), a large deposit of slate rubble (BH19), possibly from the 
internal bank was present in the base of the ditch.  This could suggest at least partial filling when 
the enhanced defences were created.  It remained a shallow ditch, slow silting continued 
throughout the rest of the castle’s occupation (BH12) and its subsequent abandonment (BH12a).  
The ditch only filled in due to the ploughing in the post medieval agricultural phase (BH3a, BH3).  
The deposit of ashes and burning (BH13) may well derive from the destruction of the castle in 
1195.   
 

 
Figure 4: Trench BH, South Section, Ditch BH25 

 
 
Trench S 
We continued our programme of investigating the southern entrance of the castle and a trench 
4.5 x 5.5 m was opened up north of the 2012 Trench S and overlapping the 2011 trench by 1m.   
Excavations in 2011 and 2012 of this southern entrance had suggested two phases of building and 
occupation.  Crucially post excavation analysis of the pottery from 2012 showed that the 
occupation of the second phase building was mid to late 12th century at the latest, suggesting that 
the clay mortared slate construction had begun earlier on this site than previously suggested.  
 
The 2013 excavation revealed evidence of early 12th century activity in the area in the form of a 
substantial ditch (S141) running beneath later building walls which prevented its full excavation.  
East of this, at the top of the steep slope of the hill were traces of a clay bank (S145).  These 
features, together with the large pit S83 recovered in 2012, are the defences of the southern 
corner of the early 12th century castle.  This ditch (S141) is almost certainly a continuation of the 
one found beneath the Great Hall, (BB42) and that excavated in Trench BH (BH25).  Further 
excavation will be required before a clear picture of these early 12th century defences in this south 
west corner is obtained.  Subsequently a substantial clay mortared slate curtain wall S24 (which 
continued as wall S49 to form the southern gateway S11, S5) was constructed onto the slighted 
bank (S145).  The careful placement of this wall on the bank, mirrored that of the east wall of the 
Great Hall and demonstrated that the builders of this earliest phase of stone walling were aware 
of the earlier ditch defences and took account of it in their building work.  Traces of a wall (S132) 
on a glacial cobble foundation (S140) appear to be the remains of a building built against wall 
(S24) and flooring levels (S124), (S134) and occupation material (S129, S123) derived from the 
occupation activity in this area at this time.  Subsequently the substantial wall (S24) was slighted 
(S100) and a series of post holes (S102/3), (S104/5) and S71 were constructed through the slighted 
wall into the subsoil beneath.  This could suggest that the S24 curtain wall was damaged or 
demolished through conflict and was quickly replaced by a wooden palisade.  This palisade may 



well have continued south creating the post holes (S19, S20) discovered in 2011 which flanked the 
entrance; they had a similar spacing and depth.  Subsequently a hall with walls (S23, S87, S135 
(S92), S47) all around 1m thick, was built over the slighted remains of wall S24, replacing the 
palisade.  As shown in Figure 5, this hall was trapezoidal and much of the east wall appears to 
have been lost down the slope of the hill.  The awkward orientation of this building may 
represent an attempt to align it with the entrance, road and the edge of the slope, whilst the 
stepped southern side appears to have been created to utilise wall S49/S11, which appears to 
have survived (or been rebuilt) from the previous phase.  As noted in 2012 the building work of 
this phase of activity was poorer that its predecessor, walls S23, S135 and S87 have little or no 
foundation and wall S87 was built largely overlying the earlier ditch, and started to lean and sink 
soon after it was constructed.  Within this building flooring layers (S99, S94), wooden stake and 
post structures (S113, S106-111, 117-120, S125-128) and occupation deposits (S89, S96, S98) were 
recovered.  The sinking of the wall S87 resulted in a sloping floor and build-up of deposits and 
rubbish, from which a large volume of ceramics were retrieved, filling the sunken west side of the 
building.  This included a number of sherds of a pottery decorated with a stamped rosette design 
best paralleled by wares from the Mendip/Avon area.  This ceramic is not normally seen 
elsewhere in South and West Wales and since the area where it does occur in South-West 
England corresponds with major FitzMartin estates it appears likely that this ceramic was 
imported by the FitzMartin’s and their retainers and thus the occupation of the trapezoidal hall 
occurs during a period of FitzMartin control, probably William FitzMartin (1170’s – 1190’s).  After 
this occupation and following a fire (S142), this building was demolished, almost certainly the 
destruction of the castle by Hywel Sais in 1195. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Trench S: The Southern Entrance Phases 6 and 7 
 
It is now certain that there are two substantial phases of clay bonded slate construction.  Given 
the dating of the ceramics, the earliest phase of slate construction must be mid 12th century 
(Phase 6) and following destruction and construction of a palisade the castle is rebuilt again in 
clay mortared slate (Phase 7) with substantial occupation before the final destruction.  This 
means that it is now likely that William FitzMartin only rebuilt the castle in stone (Phase 7), the 
castle was first built in clay bonded slate either by Robert FitzMartin or Rhys ap Gruffydd in the 
mid 12th century. 
 



Summary: We achieved a significant amount in the 3 weeks of this year’s excavation and I am 
grateful for the sheer amount of hard work which everyone put in. As a result of this year’s 
excavations we have revealed several additional phases of archaeological activity at this site; we 
are gradually producing an increasingly complex but more accurate picture of the past.  We can 
now suggest that rather than an early earth and timber castle rebuilt in stone, there were two 
phases of earth and timber castle followed by two phases of stone castle construction: 
 

Phases 1-2 – No prehistoric or early medieval activity has yet been produced from this site, 
save for a single leaf shaped flint arrowhead. 

Phase 3a – Robert FitzMartin establishes a motte and bailey castle (ditches 4m wide x 2m 
deep with internal bank around east, west and southern sides).  To the east of the 
castle was a town defended by the castle, steep slopes to the south and east and a 
small bank and ditch on its north side.  

Phase 3b – Occupation (DD9, D39) and stake and post built buildings (Areas A, B, CM, CMZ) 
Phase 4 – Castle and town earth and timber defences greatly enhanced defences, large bank 

on the west side, two large banks on the north side, with roadway between controlling 
access into the town.  The new palisaded bank on the east side of the town overlay 
earlier wooden structures.   

Phase 5 – A period of abandonment – slow silting over the roadway and in earlier ditches. 
Phase 6a – Castle rebuilt in clay bonded slate with glacial cobble foundations; Round Tower 

(D), Great Hall (BB), Solar (B), Inner Castle curtain wall (P, G, GM), Southern Entrance 
(S). 

Phase 6b – Occupation 
Phase 6c – Destruction of walling around the southern entrance (S24), damage to the Great 

Hall 
Phase 6d – Palisade created to protect the damaged castle. 
Phase 7a – Castle buildings repaired (Great Hall). New buildings created in clay mortared 

slate, though with poor or no foundations; Trapezoidal Hall (S), the Square Tower (G), 
and a curtain wall along the top of the outer north and west banks.  

Phase 7b -  Occupation 
Phase 7c – Destruction by fire and walls slighted (Hywel Sais 1195). 
Phase 7d – Post destruction occupation. 
Phases 8a & b - Extensive stone robbing, build up of soil in medieval (8a) and post medieval 

(8b) period. 
Phase 8c – Cottage in the Inner Castle Ditch (18th century?), and specific land improvement 

and agricultural activities e.g. French drain (H, DD) 
Phase 8d – Cottage in the west ditch (19th century?), and specific agricultural activities e.g. 

Pembrokeshire bank (BN). 
Phase 9 – Use of the castle as a visitable ancient monument. 
 

   
  

Dr Chris Caple – July 2013 
 
 
 

 


